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Message from
the PWABC
PWABC Executive
President
David Sparanese,
AScT, CPWI 3
Manager Roads & Electrical
Sections, District of Saanich
1040 Mckenzie Avenue
Victoria, BC V8P 2L4
P: 250-475-5599 ext. 3324
F: 250-475-5590
E: presidentpwabc@gmail.com
Vice President
Deryk Lee
Water & Underground
Utilities, City of Victoria
417 Garbally Road
Victoria, BC V8T 2J9
P: 250-361-0467
E: dlee@victoria.ca
Past President
Murray Steer, CPWI 1
Manager, Sewer Operations
City of Vancouver
250 W 70th Avenue
Vancouver, BC V5X 2X1
P: 604-326-4689
F: 604-326-4704
E: murray.steer@vancouver.ca
Treasurer
Doug Allin
Chief Administrative Officer
City of Grand Forks
P: 250-442-4141
C: 250-442-7391
E: dallin@grandforks.ca
Executive Secretary
Pat Miller
Manager, Utility Services
Sun Peaks Utilities Co., Ltd.
P: 250-578-5416
F: 250-578-5516
E: pmiller@sunpeaksresort.com
Director
Doug Regehr
City of Coquitlam
Sewer and Drainage/Capital
Construction/Superintendent
500 Mariner Way
Coquitlam,BC V3K 7B6
P: 604-927-6215
F: 604-927-6256
E: dregehr@coquitlam.ca

Director
Greg Wightman
Foreman, Corporation of Delta
5404 64 Street
Delta, BC V4K 1Z2
P: 604-861-1702
E: gwightman@corp.delta.bc.ca
Director
Leon Cake
Four Star Waterworks Ltd.
587 Alberni Highway
Parksville, BC V9P 1J9
P: 250-954-3546
E: leoncake@telus.net
DIRECTOR
Chris Dodd
Superintendent II, Streets,
Traffic & Electrical
Operations, Maintenance
Division
City of Vancouver.
P: 604-871-6896
E: chris.dodd@vancouver.ca
DIRECTOR
Len Robson, A.Sc.T
Public Works Manager
City of Penticton
P: 250-490-2543
C: 250-328-8017
F: 250-490-2557
E: len.robson@penticton.ca
APWA/CPWA Delegate 3
year term
Bob Smith
Operations Manager, District
of Squamish
E: bsmith@squamish.ca
Executive Director
Jeannette Austin
P: 250-819-6290
E: pwabcoffice@gmail.com

The MoA outlines how the three organizations
will work together to better serve this
sector. PWIS will roll its operations into
that of PWABC and ASTTBC will continue to
support both associations by continuing the
professional certification as CPWI.

T

his has been a great year and
we have seen many new partnerships formed with additional
benefits for our members. John
Leech, Executive Director of the
Applied Science Technologists & Technicians of British Columbia (ASTTBC),
and Jeannette Austin, Executive Director
of PWABC, put their signature to an agreement between PWABC, The Public Works
Inspectors Society (PWIS) and ASTTBC at
a PWABC meeting in New Westminster.
The MoA outlines how the three organizations will work together to better serve
this sector. PWIS will roll its operations into
that of PWABC and ASTTBC will continue
to support both associations by continuing
the professional certification as CPWI. A
roundtable lunch was held to open the discussion with the PWIS members regarding
future training and networking needs.
This fall will see additional courses being
offered, including our new Intro to Public
Works course, which is suitable for new staff
as well as administrative assistants within the
operations and public works offices. We will

also be adding Construction Management,
and Public Works Inspection, the MMCD
Perspective, which will be offered as a Post
Conference course at our annual conference.
We are hosting our 81st Annual Conference in Nanaimo, BC, September 16 to 18,
2013. Thank you to Steve Ricketts and his
volunteers, along with our Executive Director and her staff, for a great conference. Our
82nd annual conference will be hosted in
Kamloops, BC, September 15 to 17, 2014.
I look forward to closing another successful year for our organization and wanted
to thank all of our sponsors and suppliers
for their continued support throughout this
year. I will be moving on to the role of Past
President in 2014 and look forward to passing the torch to a new President.

David Sparanese, AScT, CPWI 3
President
Public Works Association of British Columbia
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Message from
the APWA
APWA Executive
PRESIDENT & DIRECTOR:
MEMBER SERVICES &
RECRUITMENT
Patty Podoborozny,
Strathcona County
P: 780-992-6750
E: podoboro@strathcona.ab.ca

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Vice President
Dean Berrecloth
P: 780-385-3783
E: deanb@town.killam.ab.ca

DIRECTORS: IDEA GROUP CENTRAL ALBERTA
Daniel Foerster,
City of Airdrie
P: 403-540-8744
E: daniel.foerster@airdrie.ca

PAST PRESIDENT
& DIRECTOR,
SUSTAINABILITY
Carry Grant, County of
Vermilion River
P: 780-846-2244
E: cgrant@county24.com

DIRECTOR: EDUCATION
Don Munro, MPM
Consulting
P: 403-358-0236
E: don.mpm@telus.net

Frank Enes,
MD of Rockyview
P: 403-478-8279
E: fenes@rockyview.ca

DIRECTOR, ALLIED
MEMBERS
Chris Deckhoff
P: 780-960-1690
E: cdeckhoff@acpapplied.com

DIRECTOR: IDEA GROUP
LEADER & NORTHERN
ALBERTA, IDEA GROUP
LEAD
John Allen
E: j0hnallen@shaw.ca

CHAPTER DELEGATE
Mike O’Sullivan,
Stewart Weir & Co.
P: 780-814-5880
E: mike.osullivan@swg.ca

DIRECTOR, IDEA GROUP PEACE COUNTRY
Shane Kessler
P: 780-897-3977
E: skessler@countygp.ab.ca

T

Thank you to all of the public works
professionals who readily made themselves
available to help out during this summer’s
flooding crisis in southern Alberta.

his past spring has been another difficult
time for many residents in southern Alberta. Recently, the state of emergency was
lifted for the town of High River and the
province will hand the responsibility back
over to municipal council. Once the town assumes
responsibility again, the provincial government will
stay by its side and continue to fully support it along
the way. The initial emergency part is over and the
next stage will begin.
As Alberta Premier Alison Redford has noted, the
rebuilding will need to encompass many resources and
will be a long-term effort. I am proud to say that our
association played a pivotal role in helping the community, from the emergencies in the initial stages to the

DIRECTOR: IDEA GROUP SOUTHERN ALBERTA
Henry Vanderpyl
P: 403-329-1404
E: vanderpylh@ae.ca
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recovery that has started and will be ongoing. The Alberta Public Works Association
(APWA) will continue to be there for High
River and the other 21 municipalities affected by the flooding as they begin to rebuild.
I would like to thank all of you who
responded to my email for help in the communities affected. I am proud and humbled
to be the President of an association whose
response to a community’s need for help
was answered by more municipalities than
were needed. As in all emergencies, public
works plays a critical role in both response
and throughout the process of recovery. The
revitalization of roads, sewers, water systems
and other public works infrastructure are
essential to recovery.

Public Works Supervisor Recognition
I would like to commend the following
individuals on their hard work and dedication to professional development:
• Brett Henkel, City of Spruce Grove;
• Tammy Elzinga, Leduc County;
• Donna Duchesneau, MD of Big Lakes;
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• Brett Lodgson, City of Lacombe; and
• Kim Radloff, Town of Cochrane.
What is the Public Works Supervisor Program? The APWA is a leader in
providing public works practitioners with
the training they need to succeed in both
the public and private sector. The APWA
is a firm believer that safety and community viability is enhanced when public works supervisors are equipped with
the technical and practical knowledge
to improve the communities they serve.
The association works diligently in the
development of qualified Public Works
Supervisors and promotes education at
all levels of professional experience and
education.
The cornerstone of the APWA education program is the Public Works Supervisor program. This program was developed
for a professional who provides efficient
and effective public works services by
leading a specialized workforce, which
manages resources, programs, budgets and
contracts.

The Public Works Supervisor program
was designed so that supervisors can gain the
necessary skills, education and experience to
advance from basic public works supervision
to a more advanced management capacity.
By the time members reach their Level III
status, they should have an in-depth understanding of—and demonstrable skill in—
crisis management, planning, and regulations and safety.
To find out more information,
visit us online at www.publicworks.ca.
Thank you again for your continued support of our association. I look forward to
thanking you in person at our fall conference
in Red Deer in September. To register for
this event, please visit our website.

Patty Podoborozny
President & Director
Alberta Public Works Association
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IN EVERY ISSUE • Safety Report

Electronic Vehicle Activated Traffic
Calming Signs for Speed Reduction
on Community Streets

C

By Bruce McDougall, City of Calgary
algary communities consistently
identify motor vehicle speeds on
residential streets as an issue that
requires a solution. As a result, the
city of Calgary has investigated
and installed traditional traffic calming measures to reduce both the 85th percentile and
“high end” speeds.
Both vertical and horizontal deflection measures have been used in the past. Calgary’s
experience has shown curb extensions (horizontal deflection) have a limited effect on reducing
speeds. Vertical deflection (speed humps, tables
and cushions), while effective at reducing both
the 85th percentile and “high end” speeds, are
not without their negative impacts on emergency services and transit vehicles, including clients
and passengers. These negative impacts have
resulted in the city investigating alternatives to
the traditional traffic mitigation.

In 2012, the City of Calgary received an APWA Project of the Year
Award, which recognized their innovative ideas to slow down traffic.

The challenge: addressing speeds
without deflection
Initial informal discussions with transportation professionals resulted in trailer style
speed signs. The speed trailer approach has
merit but also challenges. The trailer is placed
on a roadway and therefore it takes away
parking or a travel lane. On the positive side,
speeds are reduced. However, when the signs
are removed speeds are reported to return to
original values.
Calgary communities were looking for
permanent solutions to their speeding issues
so a temporary device would not work. Vehicle activated traffic calming signs (VATCS),
which are placed permanently on street poles,
were suggested as a potential solution. This
device appeared to have merit. Administration undertook a survey to determine the
general opinion on the effectiveness of these
permanent speed signs. Positive feedback was
received.
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VATCS selection
Market research indicated several manufacturers with different options of radar activated
signs being available. The primary differentiators for the VATCS and why they were selected were as follows:
• Clarity of message;
• Consistent educational approach when combined with MUTCD static signage; and
• Independently proven to be long term
effective.

Importantly, VATCS did not display
drivers’ speeds, rather, an educated warning
of the speed limit in force and requirement
to slow down.

How VATCS work
VATCS rely on microwave radar to determine a vehicle’s speed. When a driver’s speed
exceeds a pre-set value, the blank VATCS
becomes illuminated with the inverted by color
MUTCD warning diagram supplemented
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with “SLOW DOWN.” Dynamic amber corner beacons attract the driver’s eye and complete the message. The sign will stay lit for 3.5
seconds and then self cancel, returning to black.
Various models and sizes form the VATCS
family sign series. It was recognized that the
smaller posted speed limit size was more appropriate for neighbourhood use. Signs accept
both solar and AC supply, including part time
street lighting supply. Installation is considered
straight forward and requires a minimum of
equipment and human resources to install.
Other VATCS models are available, including dual speed limit signs, school and playground, yield ahead, cyclist ahead and curve
warning signs. To date, the city of Calgary
has purchased and installed speed signs for 50
km/h environments and is preparing to install
VATCS in school and playground zones. The
dual speed limit signs can be schedule programmed so that they can function during
speed zone hours (30 km/h) and outside speed
zone hours (50 km/h).

standards available) is also acceptable to
achieve speed reduction on neighborhood
streets. There has also been broad community acceptance of these signs by residents.
The signs have a high visibility when
activated and inform local residents that
their concerns over speeds in the area are
being addressed. The city of Calgary continues to receive requests from communities for these devices.

activated speed signs provide an alternative
to deflection measures by not interfering
with any part of the roadway’s design. As a
result of this difference, the city of Calgary
uses VATCS as a solution for speed control where deflection cannot be installed.
The recorded outcomes have propelled
the city of Calgary to expand the use of
VATCS in both school and playground
speed zones.
w

Conclusion

For more detailed information on field
data analysis or questions on the VATCS
technology, please contact Bruce McDougall at the city of Calgary or Alberta Traffic Supply at (800) 661-7346. Or visit
www.atstrafficgroup.com.

Field results

Speed control on some community
streets can be achieved through more traditional vertical and horizontal deflection
measures. In other cases, deflection for
speed control is not supported. Vehicle

Measurement

Locations
with Speed
Reduction

Locations with
Unchanged
Speeds

Locations
with Speed
Increase

85th percentile speed

6

1

1

Average speed

7

0

1

No. of vehicles > 66 km/h (high speed)

7

0

1

The city of Calgary’s Community Traffic group has purchased approximately 20
VATCS. A summary of the results from eight
installations are presented below:
• Largest 85th percentile reduction: 16km/h.
• Largest average speed reduction: 14 km/h.
• Largest “high speed” reduction: 341
vehicles.
• Smallest 85th percentile reduction: 2 km/h.
• Smallest average speed reduction: 1 km/h.
• Smallest “high speed” reduction: 7 vehicles.
VATCS reduced 85th percentile speeds,
average speeds and the number of vehicles
travelling significantly (>16 km/h) above
the speed limit in all but two locations.
The two locations where higher speeds
were recorded had recorded speeds that
were under the speed threshold at which
the signs were set to illuminate the “Slow
Down” message (57 km/h). The before
and after speeds were recorded approximately two years apart, supporting the
long-term impact of these signs.
Equipment cost, at less than $10,000
per site complete with solar panel kit and
wiring to allow for hybrid power, is considered reasonable. The additional cost of
$2,000 to $4,000, when special supports
are required (no acceptable street lamp
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Use Your

Discretion

O

ne of our clients recently said
that he “didn’t feel all that comfortable playing God” when he
knew that he had a serious performance issue to deal with and
that termination was required. He knew
what he had to do and he fulfilled that
responsibility, but I found his expressed feeling rather telling. So many managers don’t
like the responsibility of dealing with performance issues or making other decisions
that require their own discretion rather than
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following some set of rules and regulations.
Yet this is surely what managers are paid
to do! After all, one of the definitions of
discretion is “the ability to make responsible
decisions.”
This is not only a responsibility of
managers but is also what we expect of all
employees today. Not so long ago, employees reporting for work at the plant gates
were told that they had been hired “from
the neck down.” Times have dramatically
changed and employees today are expected

to utilize their discretion in the interests of
quality, safety, customer service, risk management and overall production. Employees
have to think, otherwise robots can do the
job more efficiently and economically.
Yet so many managers, as well as many
employees, are still looking for any means
to avoid the use of their own discretion.
They still look for that silver bullet that is
the supposed panacea for all discretionary
issues. We fully understand the reluctance
of managers to deal with performance issues,
as our society has taught most of us the old
doctrine of “ye who are without sin cast the
first stone.” We are taught not to criticize,
as none of us are perfect. So we look for
quantitative measures for proof of poor performance so that we can say that our decisions are completely objective and defensible
and that we are, therefore, not personally
responsible and are without blame and are
not “playing God.”
Yet, the majority of issues of poor performance are not readily quantifiable and are
those, for example, of attitude, poor fit, lack
of cooperation and poor management style.
As we have often stated, it is a manager’s
prime responsibility to exercise their discretion and deal with performance issues. If
they don’t, then what are they “managing?”
But this reluctance to use our discretion
is also found throughout our organizations.
Let us look at some of the ways that we try
and avoid this responsibility. Many organizations try and write policies that will cover
any eventuality. This is impossible. We are
not suggesting that some policies are not
required but they should normally entail
broad parameters and allow for discretion.
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The more precise and controlling the policy,
the more difficult it can frequently be to
make the right decision. One example in
the area of human resource management is
the use of a policy for bereavement leave.
Most such policies state, for example: An
employee shall be granted reasonable leave
of absence in the event of a death of a member of the employee’s immediate family, i.e.
spouse, child, parent, brother, sister, mother-in-law, father-in-law, grandparent, grandchild, guardian or fiancé.
Typically, such policies also define the
allowed number of days off as well as any
travel time that may be required. Such policies or clauses in collective agreements are
written to preclude the use of discretion,
which is considered arbitrary and subjective.
The problem, however, is that such policies
have the reverse result in that they penalize
employees with legitimate claims for such
leave. No such policy, for example, can be
written in such a manner that it lists all
legitimate people that could be considered
“immediate family.” What about the orphan
who is raised by his aunt? And what about
the employee who loses her best friend? The
excuse frequently made for such policies is
that they prevent the use of poor judgement
on the part of the manager concerned. Well,
if that’s the case then that manager should
have his or her performance reviewed so
that they can exercise better discretion in the
future. Writing more and more restrictive
policies is not a viable solution to the exercise of poor judgement.
Someone once phoned us to ask for
advice as one of his equipment operators was
driving a grader while obviously under the
influence of alcohol. We advised him to get

Good management means making
decisions that are based on common
sense and the use of a well-informed
discretion. Those who avoid using
discretion are avoiding responsibility.
the operator off the grader immediately and
to provide appropriate discipline and a mandatory referral to their Employee Assistance
Program. His response was, “Can I do this?
We don’t have a disciplinary policy in place.”
Many organizations rely on policies, rules,
regulations and elaborate processes and procedures to preclude any use of human discretion and to minimize the risk of human
error. Policies, however, cannot by themselves prevent risk or the necessity for human
discretion. Employees at all levels that are
knowledgeable and empowered to use their
common sense, can do far more for risk management than any number of policies.
The use of job descriptions is another
way in which many organizations try and
control the use of discretion. As far as we
are concerned, however, if you really require
a job description to do your job, then we
don’t want you working for our company.
We expect you to know what your overall responsibilities are and to fulfill them.
We will provide orientation and training if
required but we won’t provide you with a
strict “to do” list. You see, we want you to
do whatever is required to get the overall

“work” done and that may vary; it may even
entail using your discretion to make independent decisions that are not in your job
description.
Some organizations try and rely on statistics, metrics, standards and measures to
preclude the use of discretion. The emphasis on such data has become very much in
vogue today, in part because it is taught in
so many schools of business. Obviously,
measurements of organizational performance
are important decision making tools but not
at the expense of a well-educated and experienced discretion. But too many organizations are trying to use such data in place of
good judgement and discretion, as opposed
to an aid to good judgement and discretion.
We recall one organization that had been
working on an overall strategic plan for over
two years and no meaningful decisions were
being made while the plan was being developed. Virtually everything was being held
in abeyance pending the plan’s completion.
Every department had been asked to identify goals and objectives and was then being
asked to identify standards for all activities. One example of such standards was the
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height that the grass on the grounds should
be cut to whenever mowed—as if the lawn
mower operator was going to consult the
manual. Either you know how to cut the
grass or you ask the supervisor if he hasn’t
already told you when you’re first asked to
do the job. And you don’t need to consult
your job description!
Society in general is trying to stifle all
use of discretion and judgement through
increasingly numerous rules and regulations

that try and define all areas of life. This
approach does not and cannot ever succeed. One cannot help but laugh at the
recent proposal to reduce the time cars
spend idling. It quickly became apparent to
most people that the proposed regulations
were impossible to regulate and enforce in
the first place. Every time some skier dies
because of an avalanche while heli-skiing or
from skiing in the backwoods, some people
start insisting that we need more and better

regulations. One cannot and should not
eliminate all risk. The use of discretion,
which inherently entails risk, is necessary
for improvements in quality, productivity,
customer service, and yes, risk management.
Good management means making decisions that are based on common sense and
the use of a well-informed discretion. Those
who avoid using discretion are avoiding
responsibility. If we expect and rely on policies to guide our every action then we undermine and preclude effective management and
create additional risk. Policies are useful tools
to provide broad parameters for behavior,
but they must be balanced with the use of
effective management practices that promote
and encourage well informed and responsible
employees at all levels in the organization.
By far the most widely used argument
in favor of trying to control all behavior
is that employees are not knowledgeable
enough or that they are not prepared to
accept the responsibility. Those that are
not prepared to accept the responsibility will not succeed and are increasingly
being weeded out and replaced by those
that are willing to. As for those that lack
the knowledge, Thomas Jefferson provided
the answer most eloquently on September
28, 1820: “I know of no safe depository
of the ultimate powers of the society but
the people themselves, and if we think
them not enlightened enough to exercise
their control with a wholesome discretion, the remedy is not to take it from
them, but to inform their discretion.”  w
Reprinted from “Productive Workplaces”
(November, 2009), the HR Group newsletter.

For more information:
HR Group Management Consultants
Suite 105, 4990 - 92 Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta T6B 2V4
Phone: (888) 474-5463
Edmonton: (780) 944-9194
Fax: (780) 466-6262
E-mail: hrgroup@hrgconsulting.com
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IN EVERY ISSUE • Legal Brief

Water, Wastewater and
Recycling…Oh My!
Legal Challenges Facing Municipal Utility Services

M

Part 1 of 3
unicipalities in Alberta have
broad discretion to enact
bylaws to establish municipal public utilities by virtue
of the Municipal Government Act, subject to limited oversight and
intervention by the Alberta Utilities Commission. Each municipal council must
decide locally what, if any, municipal
public utilities are necessary or desirable
for all or a part of the municipality. A
municipality is not obliged to provide
municipal public utility services but if it
chooses to do so it may be under a positive obligation to continue to provide the
service, unless alternate arrangements can
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be made. A municipality may choose to
operate a public utility itself, arrange to
have a third party operate the public utility on the municipality’s behalf, or enter
into a franchise agreement with a third
party to allow the third party to operate
a utility within the boundaries of the
municipality.
Although broad discretion has been
given to municipal councils to pass bylaws
respecting public utilities, avenues of legal
challenge are available to consumers who
are aggrieved by service charges, rates or
tolls that do not conform to the utility
rate structure, are improperly imposed or
discriminatory. The municipality’s best

defence to a legal challenge is a well drafted and enforceable utility bylaw. As such,
municipalities are advised to carefully consider and prepare their utility bylaw(s) with
the assistance of legal counsel, having due
regard to general legislative drafting conventions and after fully considering all relevant utility terms of service and rate structure considerations.
The following is part one of a three
part series that will explore the legal challenges facing municipal government with
respect to managing a public utility. If you
would like to review the article in full, please
visit us online at www.publicworks.ca or
www.pwabc.ca.
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WHAT IS A MUNICIPAL PUBLIC
UTILITY?
A municipal public utility is defined in
the Municipal Government Act, R.S.A. 2000,
c. M-26, as amended (the MGA) as the
system or works of a public utility operated
by or on behalf of a municipality or a subsidiary of a municipality within the meaning
of section 1(3) of the Electric Utilities Act1
other than under an agreement referred to
in section 45 (MGA, s. 28(b)).
A public utility is defined as a system or
works used to provide one or more of the
following for public consumption, benefit,
convenience or use:
• Water or steam;
• Sewage disposal;
• Public transportation operated by or on
behalf of the municipality;
• Irrigation;
• Drainage;
• Fuel;
• Electric power;
• Heat;
• Waste management;
• Residential and commercial street lighting, and includes the thing that is provided for public consumption, benefit,
convenience or use (MGA, s. 1(y)).
Municipal public utilities do not include
third party providers (such as an investor owned public utility like ATCO Electric, ATCO Gas, AltaGas, or FortisAlberta)
operating and providing utility service within a municipality’s boundaries pursuant to
an agreement under section 45 of the MGA
(often referred to as a franchise area agreement or a franchise agreement).
Typically, municipal public utilities are
not regulated by the Alberta Utilities Commission (the AUC).2 This means, amongst
other things, that a municipal public utility’s rates and terms and conditions are set
by the municipality, not by an external
regulator like the AUC. However, municipal public utilities are not immune from
oversight or intervention by the AUC.

DUTY TO SUPPLY

Duty to supply municipal utility
services
As a general rule, municipalities are
empowered but not obligated to provide
utility services. There is nothing in the

MGA or the case law that would impose a
positive duty on a municipality to provide a
given utility service to a parcel of land unless
the service is already available on an adjacent
parcel of land (discussed below under the
heading “Duty to Extend the Provision of
Municipal Utility Services”) or unless the
service was formerly being provided and
the municipality sought to discontinue the
service (discussed below under the heading
“Duty to Continue to Supply Municipal
Utility Services”).

Duty to continue to supply municipal
utility services
Once a municipality is providing a utility service, it may be under a positive obligation to continue to provide this service.
In this regard, reference must be had to the
MGA and to the common law.
Section 41 of the MGA provides: In
accordance with its bylaws, a municipality
may, for any lawful reason,
(a) Discontinue providing a municipal utility
service after giving reasonable notice of its
intention to do so, and
(b) Remove the system or works of the municipal
public utility used to provide the utility service.
However, the Alberta Court of Queen’s
Bench has interpreted the above-noted section and the reference to “any lawful reason”
as requiring that the discontinuance of service not be in conflict with the common law
duty to continue utility services.3 The common law duty to continue utility services
was addressed in Tsawwassen Indian Band v.
Delta (Corporation)4 (Tsawwassen) where the
British Columbia Court of Appeal concluded that a municipality is restricted in its ability to terminate provision of utility services.
The restriction on a municipality with
respect to discontinuing municipal utility
service will depend on the circumstances
of each case and whether the party whose
service the municipality is purporting to
disconnect is in a position to arrange for its
own reasonable alternative service arrangements.
The Court in Tsawwassen stated: For
example, if in a given situation an individual
property owner asked a municipality to continue to provide services even though the owner
was not or would not be obligated to continue
to pay taxes, it is arguable that the common

law would impose upon the municipality a
duty to supply this single property owner with
services indefinitely, subject only to reasonable
compensation being paid for the services. On
the other hand, if the relationship involved
two independent taxing authorities of roughly
equal size, both with the ability to put in place
the necessary infrastructure, it is arguable that
the common law would allow one of the parties
to terminate the provision of services to the
other with a relatively short period of reasonable notice.
As indicated by the foregoing examples, there
are several criteria which are helpful in assessing the relationship between given parties and
determining the exact nature and extent of the
common law obligation which may or may
not be owed. Without attempting to set out an
exhaustive list, some of the more important factors include: the relative size of the parties; the
resources available to each of the parties includ
ing the ability to raise revenue; the ability to
implement or maintain new and existing infrastructure; the experience each party may already
have in providing the services in question; and
the length of time over which the service has
already been provided by one of the parties.5
Based on the foregoing, the Alberta
Court of Queen’s Bench stated: One end of
the range, an individual property owner, has
an indefinite right to uninterrupted utility
service. Turning to the M.G.A,. s. 41, that
means that there would never be a lawful
reason to end service to this kind of property
owner. Ending utility service to the individual
property owner would always be a breach of
the municipality’s common-law duty.
On the other extreme are what could be
called two equivalent municipal or other government entities. Each has a similar ability
to raise funds, and organize and operate utilities. One of these two entities could, lawfully,
terminate provision of utilities to the other,
provided the disconnected party had reasonable
notice.6
Thus, there may be circumstances in
which a municipal public utility is prevented
from discontinuing a utility service. In other
circumstances, the municipal public utility
may discontinue a utility service but the discontinuance must, at a minimum, provide
the party receiving the service with sufficient
notice to arrange for alternative supply of
that service.
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Duty to extend the provision of
municipal utility service
A municipal public utility may be
required to extend an existing municipal
utility service in certain circumstances. Section 34(1) of the MGA provides: If the
system or works of a municipal public utility
that provide a municipal utility service are
adjacent to a parcel of land, the municipality
must, when it is able to do so and subject
to any terms, costs or charges established by
council, provide the municipal utility service
to the parcel on the request of the owner of
the parcel.7
Determining whether a parcel of land
is adjacent to the system or works of the
municipal public utility will not always be
simple and may depend on the circumstances. However, the following guidance
was provided by the Alberta Court of
Queen’s Bench:
• The system or works will be considered
adjacent if they are installed on a parcel
which abuts or adjoins the lands of the
owner requesting service;
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• The system or works may also be considered adjacent if they are near the lands
of the owner requesting service but are
separated by a sidewalk or public right
of way; and
• Section 34(1) does not require a municipality to extend a service beyond its
municipal boundaries.8
Moreover, there may be cases where
circumstances prevent the municipality
from being able to extend the service, in
which case the municipality does not meet
the “when it is able to do so” precondition
and will not be obligated to extend the service. Consider the case of MacKenas Estates
Development Corporation v. Calgary (City)9
(MacKenas Estates).
In MacKenas Estates, the landowner,
MacKenas Estates Development Corporation brought an application to compel
Rocky View County to provide wastewater service to its lands and to compel the City of Calgary to consent to
the County extending its wastewater
service to the lands in question. The

County owned and operated the sanitary sewer collection system within its
boundaries, which wastewater was then
treated and disposed of by a City owned
and operated sewer collection and treatment facility. The County and the City
maintained a servicing agreement which
provided, amongst other things, that the
County would only service certain lands
defined in the agreement absent written
consent from the City to extend the service area.
The MacKenas lands were approximately 300 metres north of the County’s existing sewer line. Moreover, the MacKenas
lands did not fall within lands defined in
the service agreement and the City had
refused the County’s request to extend
the service area to include the MacKenas
lands.
The Court held a system being 300
metres away did not constitute being
adjacent for the purposes of section 34(1)
of the MGA. Further, the Court found
that the County was not able to provide
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the service in light of the City’s refusal
to extend the service area under the service agreement. As such, neither of the
two preconditions that needed to be met
before the County could be required to

extend the service (i.e. lands being adjacent and the municipality actually being
able to extend the service) had been met
and the Court dismissed the MacKenas
application. 
w

Part two of this legal brief will be published in the next edition of The Roadrunner.
If you would like to review the article in full,
please visit us online at www.publicworks.ca or
www.pwabc.ca.
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1. Section 1(3) of the Electric Utilities Act
states “For the purpose of determining
whether a corporation is a subsidiary
of another corporation under this Act
or the regulations, section 2(4) of the
Business Corporations Act applies.” Section 2(4) of the Business Corporations
Act states “… a body corporate is a subsidiary of another body corporate if (a)
it is controlled by (i) that other, (ii) that
other and one or more bodies corporate,
each of which is controlled by that other,
or (iii) 2 or more bodies corporate, each
of which is controlled by that other, or
(b) it is a subsidiary of a body corporate
that is that other’s subsidiary.”
2. Subject to certain exceptions such as

3.
4.
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6.
7.

8.
9.

EPCOR in Edmonton and ENMAX in
Calgary.
Long Lake Cottage Owners Association v.
Thorhild (County), 2011 ABQB 337.
(1997), 149 D.L.R. (4th) 672 (leave to the
SCC refused).
Ibid. at paras. 42 – 43.
Supra note 3, at paras. 43 – 44.
Note that this mandatory obligation only
exists with respect to a request by the
owner of adjacent lands. If the request
comes from the occupant of the adjacent
parcel who is not the owner, section 34(2)
gives the Municipality the option (but not
the obligation) to extend services.
Landrex Developers Inc. v. St. Albert (City
of) 2004 ABQB 732.
2011 ABQB 636.
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Messages from the
PWABC and the APWA

The PWABC Executive recognizes that
some municipalities may be reluctant to
increase membership budgets to cover the
higher costs. In order to not exclude anyone
from attending the Annual Technical
Conference, the previous requirement of
membership in either PWABC or CPWA
has been rescinded. Non-members will
be free to attend all PWABC events.
However, registration fees for the Technical
Conference and Teleconferences will be
higher for non-members.
Keep an eye out for to the next issue of
The Roadrunner, where we will introduce
our two scholarship winners. The
scholarships are awarded each year at the
PWAB Conference in September. If you are
interested in applying (or know someone who
might be), direct them to www.pwabc.ca.
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roads, bridges, traffic control, water mains,
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mains, storm sewers, ditches, detention ponds,
and dykes, and to those involved in solid waste
collection and disposal services.
This publication is also sent to several industry shows,
including the Equipment Rodeo, the PWABC Annual
Convention and the APWA Partners in Excellence
Conference & Tradeshow. Don’t miss out on your
chance to advertise in the next edition!

For more information on advertising rates, call (866) 999-1299
or email sales@matrixgroupinc.net.
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Alberta Public Works Association Events
Equipment Roadeo
September 12-13, 2013
Red Deer, Alberta
Partners in Excellence Conference &
Tradeshow
September 30-October 2, 2013
Red Deer, Alberta

Industry Events
4th Annual Western Canada Pavement
Workshop – 2013 Edition
February 5-6, 2013
Deerfoot Inn & Casino
Calgary, Alberta

Ads You Can Use in Chapter/Branch Newsletters and Webpages
The “Half price – 1st Time Member Special Offer campaign” toolkit
now has new ads about the “half price membership” special offer. There
are JPG versions, which are good for use in electronic/digital newsletters or
on webpages, and PDFs, which are good for use in printed materials.
If you have any questions about these ads or need a different version,
contact Patty Mahan at pmahan@apwa.net or (800) 848-2792, ext 5256.
There is now also an ad about APWA’s young professionals group,
which you can include in chapter/branch materials. It can be found in the
“Member Retention Toolkit” (also available by going to Members Only
> Member Tools > Member Retention Toolkit). If you need a different
version of this ad, please contact Brad Patterson at bpatterson@apwa.net.

Education Calendar
Introduction to Construction
Inspection
December 11-13, 2013
1.8 Alberta Environment CEUs

Scholarship Opportunity: The Jack Kraft
Scholarship
The Jack Kraft scholarship is offered in memory of a
dedicated APWA - Alberta Chapter member. Jack was an
exceptional leader whose vision was a driving force for a
number of chapter initiatives.
VALUE: $1,000
To qualify for this scholarship, a student must be a child
of an active, public works employee who in turn must be
a member of the Chapter. Each applicant for this award
must fill out the nomination form below.
The application form is available at www.publicworks.ca.

Did you know that there is a place in the
American Public Works Association just
for young public works professionals?
Join APWA today to develop critical skills
and relationships with your peers that will
last throughout your public works career.

YOUNG PROFESSIONALS

Get connected today at

www.apwa.net/youngprofessionals
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NAIT’s Online Emergency
Management Training Prepares
Students to Tackle Disaster Head On

H

aving served his community for
over 20 years as a volunteer firefighter and chief of the local fire
department, John Krysa believed
he was well suited for a role in
emergency management.
Like many with past experience as first
responders and those with similar responsibility, Krysa saw a future in one of North
America’s fastest growing fields. He enrolled in
the NAIT Emergency Management Diploma
Program in September 2007 and completed his
studies in August 2011.
Krysa is currently the Assistant Director
of Emergency Management for the Village of
Seba Beach in Parkland County, Alberta. In this
role he combines his 20 plus years of experience
as a former fire chief, safety professional and

emergency response coordinator to advise and
assist the village with mitigation and preparedness for potential disasters and the planning for
the response and recovery phases of a disaster.
Krysa had a good understanding of fire science, chemistry, biological and health sciences,
and emergency response operations, and he
learned during his studies with NAIT’s Emergency Management Diploma Program, that
emergency management also requires a sound
understanding of hazards resulting from natural and man-made events, failure of man-made
constructs, criminal offences and acts of terrorism and war.
He learned about not only these natural,
technological and third-party events, but also
about all four phases of emergency management: mitigation, preparedness, response and

recovery. Program faculty, experienced emergency management professionals, teach students fundamental concepts, practices, procedures and strategies. Knowledge of these
concepts can be applied to any emergency or
disaster, although the resources used may vary
depending on the situation. Krysa conducted
an assessment of a major utility company’s
emergency management program during
his required practicum project and provided
the organization with recommendations to
enhance and strengthen their program. He
found that his education had provided him the
necessary knowledge and skills.
When emergencies occur, residents and
municipalities rely on individuals trained in
emergency management. Over the last decade,
many Canadians with this expertise have stepped
in—at home and abroad—bringing their talents
to bear in a variety of harsh situations.
One such individual is Katherine ForgaardPullen, at that time an employee of the Transportation Safety Board whose phone rang at
3 a.m. on September 2, 1998. Swissair Flight
111 had just crashed into the Atlantic Ocean,
killing all 229 passengers on board. ForgaardPullen was in Nova Scotia by 9 o’clock that
morning and did not leave for the next three
months.
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“This was an international incident. The
world was watching us and we wanted to be
sure that everything was done well,” explains
Forgaard-Pullen, who received her emergency
management education at NAIT.
That experience made Forgaard-Pullen realize the complexity of emergency management
and the need for education NAIT’s Emergency
Management (EM) programs combine classroom learning with on-the-ground experience
to prepare people to perform when needed.
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Marion Boon, the EM Program Coordinator who has been working in emergency management for nearly 20 years notes that, “The
responsibilities and duties of an emergency management practitioner are diverse and include
developing and maintaining an emergency management program with a wide range of activities,
from hazard and risk analysis to plan development. It is also important to establish an emergency preparedness program through collaboration with internal and external stakeholders.

Training is also a critical responsibility ensuring
that emergency plans are known and understood
by those who will use them. During a disaster
response the practitioner will likely work in the
Emergency Operations Centre, provide expert
advice to senior officials, interact with the media,
and manage or assist with any disaster recovery
programs.”
“You need the full package,” says Tony
Clarke, a NAIT student who was working
in emergency management training and consulting when the 1999 Taiwan earthquake
occurred. When disaster strikes teams must
choose from a number of available options.
Clarke and a team of volunteers quickly assembled and made their way overseas. “We were
operational for five days, involved in search and
rescue, and medical efforts,” he explains.
All emergency management teams consist of organizational leadership, support staff,
and front-line staff and responders. Leaders
have the knowledge, authority and experience
to direct teams in the strategic and political
aspects of emergency operations. Emergency managers have the legislative authority to
make decisions regarding public safety. Typically located in the emergency operation centre,
leaders work to safeguard emergency responders’ safety and reach tactical decisions to bring
incidents under control.
Yet, no two emergency managers are alike,
despite having participated in the same disaster.
Different skill sets and different experiences
will shape each one’s response to events. Clarke
says that each member of his team left Taiwan
with a new perspective. “I have much more
respect now for why it’s necessary to do constant
training. And I realized that no matter what your
experience, there’s always something worse.”
Drills, practice and exercises ensure that
emergency management and response teams
know their assignments and are able to carry
them out in a timely fashion when emergencies
do occur. Relying heavily on the education he
received at NAIT, graduate Greg McCormick,
business continuity planner for the RCMP in
Prince Edward Island, designs exercises to test
his department’s emergency preparedness.
As Rob Nadeau can attest, emergency
management plans and strategies must be
reviewed to remain effective. During his practicum with Ontario Power Generation (OPG),
a requirement for graduation, Nadeau conducted a thorough analysis of the organization’s
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emergency management program, plans and
people.
“OPG produces 60 to 70 per cent of
Ontario’s electrical power and has a comprehensive program to manage any emergency
threatening its business and the product it provides,” Nadeau explains. “I gained exposure
to an organization’s way of managing emergencies, people and external relations, and to
real-world business operations. I developed
tools I will be able to use the rest of my career.
OPG got not only a very thorough analysis of
its program and plans, but also a professional
report and presentation detailing its strengths
and areas for improvement.”
Like many who enroll in NAIT’s Emergency Management program, Nadeau is already
employed in the emergency management field at
Ontario Power Generation. Working in a different division allowed for a more in-depth review
of the company’s emergency management program and augmented his knowledge of the corporation’s emergency management processes.
John Krysa, Katherine Forgaard-Pullen,
Tony Clarke, Greg McCormick and Rob
Nadeau all find their NAIT Emergency Management classes were an asset in their day-today work lives.
“I can’t count the number of times I’ve use
the things I’ve learned,” says Forgaard-Pullen.
“The light comes on a lot.”
Claus Burchert, Safety Security Manager
with Samaritan’s Purse, is currently working in
South Sudan where the organization is handling
water and sanitation programs, running a hospital and working in a refugee camp housing close
to 120,000 refugees. They do food distributions,
WASH, and nutrition programs for children.
Burchert’s work is centered on providing
guidance in the area of safety and security.
Burchert deals with issues such as establishing
safe fuel caches, fire prevention and planning,
evacuation plans for medical issues, security
updates and overall security in the form of target hardening. There are about 400 Samaritan’s Purse staff on site.
Burchert feels that the NAIT courses on
mitigation, planning, emergency management and recovery have provided a great deal
of insight into how to continually adjust to
changing conditions, plan for contingencies
and how to establish a strong in country Emergency Management team to deal with serious
events and situations.

NAIT’s Emergency Management Diploma, Industrial Emergency Management Certificate and Public Sector Emergency Management
Certificate are available entirely online, making
them the most flexible emergency management
training available. Accessible to students around
the globe, online classes are a tremendous boon
for students juggling the demands of a high-level
career in a field that has only recently begun to
focus on formal educational qualifications.

Spanning a variety of backgrounds and
disciplines, students share a common desire
to help others. And they all agree that experiencing the human face of disaster firsthand never leaves one untouched—whether
an individual or a responder. 
w
For more information on the NAIT
Emergency Management program, email
emtraining@nait.ca or visit www.nait.ca/em.
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Getting the Best Value
From Your Consultant

C

onsulting engineers work handin-hand with all levels of government to design, create and
deliver infrastructure solutions
that enhance people’s lives.
Before the work on that new water treatment plant, roadway or building begins
though, it is critical to find the right consultant for the project.
This can be a daunting process.
While speaking with one smaller municipality recently it came to our attention that
they were looking for a firm who would
ensure their project was a priority and
would allocate the necessary resources to
ensure the project was completed on time.
They wanted to work with a chosen consultant as a partner rather than be seen as just
another job.
This raises an interesting question for
governments and purchasers of consulting
engineering services: how do you find the
best consultant that brings value to your
project?
A recent poll of the Association of Consulting Engineering Companies – British
Columbia’s membership showed that 2013
and 2014 are expected to be busy years for
consultants, with most companies expecting
an increase in the volume of work moving
forward. That means the tendering process
will be key to ensuring you get the best consultant for your project.
The InfraGuide, a publication created by
stakeholders from Canadian municipalities,
engineering firms and scholars, outlines the
recommended steps for selecting a professional consultant. A copy of these guidelines
can be found on the ACEC British Columbia website at www.acec-bc.ca/media/2811/
DMIP_11_Selecting_a_Professional_ConsultantWEB.pdf.
To help ensure you find the best value
consultant for your next project, follow
these steps:
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1. Request for Qualifications: Set out in
writing the general scope of the project
and your expectations to enable consultants to assess their interest and their
suitability for the assignment. This list of
qualifications could include experience
in working with similar sized municipalities or in similar geographic regions.
Then, once you have received submissions from this process, develop a list of
qualified consultants from whom proposals will be requested.
2. Request for Proposals: The next stage
is to issue a Request for Proposals to
those consultants selected in the first
step. In this step, you should define the
scope of services in sufficient detail to
enable consultants to submit projectspecific proposals. The purpose of this
is to obtain detailed information from
the invited consultants to enable selection of the consultant best suited for the
assignment.

3. Review the Proposals: The proposals that are received from the RFP stage
should include methodology and options,
design alternatives, assignment personnel,
preliminary schedule, basis for fee negotiations and evaluation criteria. Fees are
not a part of this step. At this point, you
will now be in a position to evaluate and
rank the preferred consultant.
4. Define Scope: Once the preferred
consultant is selected, you, in discussion with the consultant, can finalize an
agreement on the scope of services upon
which the consultant will be retained
and remunerated. This process will
develop the scope of the project in detail,
review and assess options and innovations to be explored, develop lifecycle
costs comparisons, clarify the involvement of the consultant in the project
processes, and identify the required
approvals and documentation, and the
myriad of other details.
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5. Negotiate Fee Agreement: Once the
scope is agreed upon, the parties can now
fine-tune the scope of services and negotiate any fee revisions until an agreement
is reached on project scope and fees. It is
important to include in the negotiation
how the project’s design risk will transfer
to the consultant. Consideration should
also be given to setting out a payment
schedule and provisions related to deliverables to minimize administrative needs.
6. Award Assignment: Once all of the
above is settled, you can now finalize the
formal consulting contract for the agreed
project scope and fee estimate.
While engineering design costs typically
account for only one to two percent of the
overall project lifecycle costs,¹ hiring the

best value consultant can save you long-term
on maintenance costs (80 to 93 per cent of
the lifecycle costs of a project). The expertise

and innovation that comes with the best
value consultant will ensure your project
meets its expectations and lives a long life. w

Reference
1. Infraguide: Selecting a Professional
Consultant – June 2006.
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Tips and Tactics:
Risk Mitigation

I

By Bernadette O’Connor
n the assessment of risk, it is quite
common for current mitigation measures to be included in the evaluation
of “current risk.” If this is done, then
the resulting score or rating should
more correctly be reported as “Current
Residual Risk.” In these cases, the “potential
risk” that occurs if the mitigation measure
is removed or fails, is often hidden from
view. This can result in the mitigation measure not being monitored or managed in an
appropriate way.
Take, for example, a pump station that
has been rated as a low risk because it has
two pumps that typically operate with one
in duty mode and the other on stand-by.
We can be lulled into a false sense of security if the only risk rating we have to record is
the residual (mitigated) risk. For this reason,
it is important to record both:
• The potential (unmitigated) risk; and
• The residual (mitigated) risk.
The value or importance of the mitigation measure is then visible and appropriate
management procedures can be put in place
depending on how reliant the service is on
that mitigation measure.
The need to do this was highlighted to
me when I was doing a public health risk
assessment on a number of small water supplies. I was inspecting a water intake pump
station and checking the pump log book,
and discovered that the stand-by pump had
not been operated for six months. When I
made enquiries, I learned that the pump had
started making noises and so the operator
had stopped the usual rotation of duty and
was using just the one pump.
There seemed to be no real urgency for
the repair or replacement of the other pump
because of two key factors:
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Figure 1: Type Description of Generic Mitigation Measures
Mitigation

Coefficient

1

Standby equipment provision - e.g. standby pumps

0.4

2

Power Supply back up via generators, back up batteries (UPS)
for alarms

0.4

3

Bypass Capability within WWTP

0.35

4

Standby/alternate service route - e.g. loop based water supply
capability through multiple routes

0.35

5

3 Monthly Preventative Maintenance program

0.35

6

Spare equipment on-site

0.3

7

6 Monthly Preventative Maintenance program

0.3

8

Material of construction - higher than the requirement

0.3

9

Provision of emergency storage

0.3

10

Equipment replacement schedules implementation

0.3

11

Installation of diversion systems - e.g. storm diversion

0.3

12

Annual Preventative Maintenance program

0.25

13

Additional operating capacity available

0.25

14

Regular reporting of equipment condition

0.25

15

Real time equipment/process monitoring

0.2

16

Equipment selection with less moving parts

0.2

17

Weather protection

0.2

18

Administration measures - use of Quality control procedures
to operate facilities

0.2

19

Implementation of Best Industry Practices

0.2

20

Implementation of source control measures - e.g. use of
screens to reduce blockages

0.2

21

Installation of electrical power surge protection

0.2

22

Regular training to Operators on equipment operation and
failure modes

0.2

23

2 yearly Preventative Maintenance program

0.15

24

Process automation

0.15

25

Use of appropriate sensor indicators that may eliminate failures

0.15

26

Self-cleaning systems in place

0.1

27

Availability of on-site maintenance staff

0.1

28

Availability of operations and maintenance manual on-site

0.1
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1. From a purely operational perspective,
one pump was sufficient to push the
required volume of water up to the treatment plant therefore the second pump
was viewed as desirable but not critical.
2. The recorded risk rating for the pump(s)
was low and no indication was given that
this low rating depended on there being
two operational pumps at that station.
There was no measure of the importance
of the second pump or what the risk
rating would increase to if the second
pump failed.
The operator had made a note in his
regular report about the malfunctioning
pump but the matter was not treated with
the appropriate urgency. The matter was
also not brought to the attention of someone who could authorize the funds for the
repair work.
Had both potential and residual risks
been recorded and communicated to the
operations staff, they would have known
how important it was to have both pumps
in operational order. The increased risk to
the township’s water supply in this case
was very significant. The town did not
have sufficient treated water storage so
the continuity of supply for both typical
water usage and reserves for firefighting,
was heavily reliant on the pump(s) at the
station.
When you know how important or
unimportant various mitigation measures are, you can put in place appropriate
management procedures. This is an essential
component sometimes overlooked in risk
management.
There are several ways that an organization can determine potential and residual
risk values and, in doing so, identify the
amount of change in risk attributable to the
mitigation measure. This degree of change is
a measure of how important the mitigation
measure is.
If your organization already has a risk
rating system you would simply rate the
asset assuming no mitigation measures are
in place and then rate it with the mitigation
measures.
However, if you do not have a risk
rating system, or haven’t formally considered risk rating as of yet, you can still
do a quick analysis to identify the types of

Had both potential and residual
risks been recorded and
communicated to the operations
staff, they would have known
how important it was to have both
pumps in operational order.
mitigation measures that should be actively managed.
Using your engineering judgement,
practical experience and knowledge of your
assets, you can establish some rule-of-thumb
values for typical mitigation measures. Table
1 was developed by collaboration between
operational staff and engineering design staff
for the water, sewer and stormwater networks of a municipality. The coefficient
values in the table represent their assessment
of the percentage by which risk is reduced
when these mitigation measures are in place.
A value of 0.4 therefore represents a 40 per
cent reduction in risk.

This table allowed the organization
to put in place appropriate procedures to
manage their existing mitigation measures
even though they had not done any formal risk rating of their assets.
In addition to this, the collaboration
exercise itself was of tremendous value. It
highlighted for the participants the importance of mitigation measures and increased
their awareness of risk issues.
It was not a difficult task and it served as a
proactive interim measure while they awaited the
funding and time availability to do formal risk
rating. All it took was two half day workshops
and some time for review and feedback.
w
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Preventive Maintenance:

Keep Your Grader Running
Smoothly in All Seasons

N

Image courtesy of Caterpillar.

By John Hardy
ow that your machine’s snow
wings, front plows and tire
chains are stored in the shed,
it’s the season to make sure
that your grader is in prime
working condition. Proper maintenance and
attention are the best ways to ensure your
grader remains reliable.
“Too often we don’t pay enough attention to the finer points of a grader,” warns
Finning Canada’s application specialist,
Brad Nunn. “The DCM (drawbar circle
moldboard) can take a pretty good pounding during winter. High vibration from ice
blading, corrosion from the various products
on winter road surfaces and the stress of
cold weather are all things that take a toll on
overall DCM life.”
When it comes to maintenance, heavy
equipment experts are unanimous. Operators should remember that, despite its large
size, a grader is a precision machine. Like
other precision equipment, peak performance occurs when all parts are properly
and regularly inspected and maintained.
Because of the size and complexity of most
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graders, there are many parts of the machine
that need special attention. Historically, the
circle on a grader is an example of a frequently overlooked inspection and maintenance item, but according to Nunn that is
starting to change.
“Since the introduction of the M-series
grader line by Caterpillar, some other
adjustments are much easier,” Nunn says.
“Shimming the circle is now possible thanks
to accessibility from the top of the machine;
the shim plate is removed and new shims
are put in until the plate is flush with the
top of the circle.” Nunn also emphasizes the
Teflon wear strips on the diameter of the
circle. “They are designed to keep the circle
rotating fluidly and also keep the tolerance
between circle teeth and pinion drive teeth
in check.”
It may seem obvious, but Nunn urges
that the grader’s pinion drive must be lubricated regularly with Molybased grease for
an extended life cycle. Also, specifications
dictate that the blade lifts, the center shift
and the bolster shims must also be removed
so all DCM tolerances work together for the

best results. These days, many graders are
equipped with some type of grade control
system. In order to work in the range of
tolerances, any adjustments must adhere to
manufacturer specifications. “The difference
between on grade and just slightly off-grade
can mean significant dollars,” Nunn says.
“Why waste money having to haul extra
product to a job just because the grader
wasn’t adjusted properly?”
Operators should know about other
maintenance basics. Check the type of
oil before summer heats up. Winter oils
designed for good viscosity in cold weather
likely won’t stand up in summer temperatures. Specific oil information is spelled out
in the operation maintenance manual, usually located behind the operator’s seat.
Remember tire pressures and correct
the pressure for maximum performance
and tire life. “When tire pressures are not
set properly, grader performance suffers,”
Nunn explains. Consider rotating tires in
the spring and exchanging summer tires for
winter ones, which aren’t ideal in muddy or
high-temperature situations.
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Perhaps the most important items on
the maintenance list are filters. Cab and air
conditioning filters are vital for the machine
and the operator. Dirty filters are detrimental to the HVAC systems and can choke-off
air flow. Sometimes operators forget, but
when the cab windows fog on one of those
cool and rainy spring mornings, it’s a sure
sign of poor air flow through clogged filters.
The air conditioning system may even seize,
making it uncomfortable on hot summer
days.
w

Perhaps the most important items on the maintenance list
are filters. Cab and air conditioning filters are vital for the
machine and the operator. Dirty filters are detrimental to
the HVAC systems and can choke-off air flow.

Reprinted with permission from Finning
(Canada). Finning (Canada) is a division of
Finning International Inc., the world’s largest
Caterpillar equipment dealer. Headquartered
in Edmonton, Alberta, Finning (Canada)
sells, rents and provides customer support
services for Caterpillar equipment and engines
in British Columbia, Yukon, Alberta, the
Northwest Territories and a portion of Nunavut. They serve a diverse range of industrial markets, including mining, forestry,
construction, pipeline/oil field construction,
agriculture, government sector, marine,
transportation, fisheries, and the commercial
transport industry.

Check it!
Operators are the first line of defense
against downtime. Seasonal maintenance
is important but so is a regular machine
check before you start a shift. Here are
a few items the safety and maintenance
checklist says you should inspect every
time you run your iron:
• Articulation area;
• Air reservoir;
• Transmission;
• Hydraulic oil tank;
• Covers and guards;
• Fuel tank;
• Hydraulic cylinders, tubes, hoses and
fittings;
• Front wheel spindle bearings;
• All-wheel drive motors;
• Blade and end bits;
• Engine oil and coolant;
• Engine pre-cleaner;
• Air filter;
• Radiator; and
• All hoses and belts.
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Building a New Trade for an Old
Business in British Columbia
By Rob Bateman, Western Oil Services Ltd.

M

y father was a tradesman as
was his father before him.
He returned from serving
in the Navy during the
Second World War, where
he learned telecommunications to find work
as a lineman with Bell Telephone. Technicians were needed to rebuild a civilian post
war economy. But my father also had a
dream and that was that my brother, sister
and I would go to university and have the
opportunity to build a better life.
We lived a frugal existence as my parents
put money away for our education. This
coincided with the Federal Government’s
plans for us in the sixties and seventies, as
post-secondary education facilities were built
not only to improve Canada’s economic standards and productivity, but to keep many
baby-boomers out of the workforce where
there weren’t enough jobs. Tuition was cheap
by today’s standards and these were heavily
subsidized by the government. The post-secondary educational route swung towards university but before long, the academic system
was overbuilt and public education costs were
growing at an unsustainable rate.
Although I don’t believe that there was,
at that time, a stigma attached to going
to trade school or embarking on a trade
apprenticeship program, the trend was to
rise above the family norm and seek university placement; that’s where the action was.
Today, Canada has one of the highest
post-secondary enrolments in the world but
it has been achieved at a cost. I don’t have
the numbers to support this, even though I
have read economists’ qualified studies on the
subject, but the popular belief is that there is
and will be a shortage of skilled tradesmen and
tradeswomen in this country and it could lead
to a shortfall in productivity and economic
performance in Canada if not addressed.
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Changing education in British
Columbia
Today, a high percentage of trade school
graduates are finding work immediately after
graduation while university Bachelor of Arts
graduates are among the unemployed youth.
In 2004, when I bought Western Oil
Services Ltd, a company established in 1950
to service and install fuel storage and dispensing systems, I noticed that there were
a number of technicians retiring over the
course of the following years. When we tried
to plan for replacing them we saw that the
petroleum equipment industry, by not having trade status or a “ticket” for its technicians, had a severe handicap in recruiting
good trainees.
The training process used in this industry to that date was an on-the-job process
where one learned the specific skills by working alongside an experienced technician until
a level of competence, as determined by his
peers, was achieved. This process was slow
and many didn’t stay because they were either
attracted to other more formalized and certified trades with institutional training or they
couldn’t abide the lack of teaching skills of
their mentor. The process was also limited to
the scope of work the company performed.
Whatever the reason, the ability of the industry to attract good trainees was limited and
something had to be done if we were to
sustain business.
In British Columbia we formed a steering committee from owners and/or executives of businesses in the petroleum industry to address the situation and, with the
help of the Construction Labour Relations
Association, found sponsorship through
the Provincial Industrial Training Authority (ITA). Our main goal was to establish
trade status and to do this we had to build a
training program that would meet provincial
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standards. Through the assistance of a number of consultants and subject matter experts
we created, with CITO, a training program
and then made an application to ITA for
approval. It took several years to create and
obtain approval and we now have a Petroleum Equipment Installer and a Petroleum
Equipment Service Technician formally listed as certified trades in British Columbia.
In order to help experienced tradesmen
already in the business achieve a Certificate of
Qualification in their area of expertise (Installer or Service Technician) they are permitted
to challenge the provincial exams at a government office if they have the requisite hours on
the job and their employer as a sponsor. This
Trade Certification has been in existence now
for almost three years and there are over 60
technicians certified in British Columbia.
The steering committee then formed the
British Columbia Petroleum Contractors
Association (BCPCA) to own and manage the
training manuals and promote certification.
There are currently 35 member businesses
and their names can be found on the BCPCA
website.
Beyond the benefit of being able to
attract trainees to the business, there are
many other advantages to having this trade
certified, not only to business owners and
clients but the general public as well. Here
are some benefits:
• Safety and industry codes are studied in
a classroom setting. Public and personal
safety is paramount.
• Clients of these businesses, such as the
many public works and utilities, know
that qualified tradesmen are knowledgeable in the latest equipment and techniques and are capable of performing this
work effectively and safely.
• Warranties on parts and equipment are
valid when installed by recognized tradesmen.
• A certified training program helps set standards for the industry and support for
industry codes.
• Installation by certified technicians is
strongly supported by engineers, designers
and mechanical contractors.
• Jobs have a better chance of being completed on time and on budget.
• Technicians are trained in the complete
range of skills needed for the trade.

You can ask your contractors for certification
numbers for their petroleum technicians or go to
the BCPCA website for information regarding
the program and the names of companies that
are members of the BCPCA. BCPCA is currently working with the Canadian Petroleum Contractors Association (CPCA) to find a common
training program for Canada, hopefully with a
Canadian trade certification.
Federal government departments, especially Environment Canada, have shown strong

support for this program for petroleum related
work on federal and native lands.
w
Rob Bateman is President of Western Oil
Services Ltd., President of the BC Petroleum
Contractors Association and a board member of
the Canadian Petroleum Contractors Association.
Visit www.bcpetroleum.com for more
information.
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in my opinion

Public Works Employees on the
Frontlines When Disaster Strikes

M

By Bruce Kerr, MA (DEM), CTech
y heart goes out to all those
affected by the floods in
southern Alberta this past
June. I have been involved
in emergency management
for a number of years now but I personally
have not experienced a disaster. I cannot
imagine the range of feelings and emotions
that the victims of these floods are going
through and I believe that until you experience something as impactful as this, you will
never truly know yourself.
While watching and reading the news
stories, I wondered how the flooding of their
communities impacted the public works
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employees and their families. I can imagine
the number of employees that struggled
with trying to respond to the floods in any
way they could while dealing with their own
flooded homes and displaced families. In
times of trouble public works employees will
show up to work after their regular shifts and
work longer hours than they would normally.
It is in their nature to do so.
I also wondered how many communities generally have prepared themselves
and their employees for the eventual disaster their community will face. With climate change in full swing, we are seeing
more and more severe storms all over the

world and I understand that it will only
get worse.
The public works departments’ function
is to serve the community, yet its employees
and their families are a part of that same community. Whether communities realize it or
not, public works departments are non-traditional first responders. I say non-traditional
because typically, when you say first responder,
people picture police, fire and ambulance. Yet,
the everyday actions of public works departments saves more lives in a year than other first
responders will in a lifetime. They ensure a safe
drinking water supply to the community and
remove waste, both solid and liquid, and make
sure it is disposed of in a safe manner so as not
to endanger lives. They also respond to emergencies regularly, such as snow and ice clearing,
or repairing broken water mains.
When a disaster strikes a community it
should be expected that an employee’s family
comes first, so it is important that public works
departments take steps to help employees and
their families prepare. The goal of this preparedness is to ensure that employees, knowing their
families are safe, can either continue working or
return to work as soon as possible to help with
the response/recovery activities that will help get
their community back on their feet.
Some things to consider:
• When developing community and departmental emergency plans engage staff in the
process. Employees should be encouraged
to participate in emergency planning both
on and off the job.
• Remember that public works employees
face more safety hazards than any other
agency during non-emergency times, but
are they trained to deal with emergency/
disaster hazards such as flood waters?
• How do you manage employees who are
not only working on response/recovery
activities but are also personally impacted
by the disaster?

in my opinion
Lastly remember one of the most
important assets an organization has are
its employees; so take care of them.
w
Bruce Kerr, MA (DEM), CTech, is the
Principle of KERR & Associates Consulting
– emergency management. Prior to becoming
a consultant, Kerr spent 35 years working in
municipal government. He can be reached at
(250) 413-7034 or at bruce.kerr@shaw.ca.

In times of trouble public works employees
will show up to work after their regular
shifts and work longer hours than they
would normally. It is in their nature to do so.
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YOUR INDUSTRY
IS OUR
SPECIALTY.
To find out how Matrix can help your association create an
eye-catching magazine like this one,

call (866) 999-1299
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Partners in Excellence 2013
8th Annual Conference & Tradeshow
September 30-October 2 | Red Deer, Alberta
SHERATON HOTEL
403-346-2091 | www.sheratonhotelreddeer.com
Please inform the reservation agent that you are a delegate with the
Partners in Excellence Conference & Tradeshow.
The Alberta Public Works Association, The Alberta Roadbuilders & Heavy
Construction Association, and Alberta Transportation are pleased to host
the 8th Annual Partner’s in Excellence Conference & Tradeshow. This is a
fantastic opportunity to connect with peers and suppliers from all aspects of
the public works industry.

RATES
Pre-Conference Session - Full Day: $330 +GST
Urban Spaces: $330 +GST
Registration Fee: $345 +GST
Tuesday Only: $190 +GST
Wednesday Only: $175 +GST
Partner Gala Night Ticket: $40 +GST
CEUs: PWS Program Participants will receive 16 CEUs for the PreConference Sessions and 30 CEUs for the Conference Sessions. Find
out more about the PWS Program at www.publicworks.ca.
Alberta Environment CEUs: Attendees of the Trends in Water and
Wastewater Pre-Conference Session will receive 0.6 CEUs.

PRE-CONFERENCE SESSIONS MONDAY | SEPTEMBER 30, 2013
Trends in Water and Wastewater –
Full Day | 16 PWS CEUs | 0.6 AB
Environment CEUs
A number of municipalities are currently—
or will be—upgrading their existing
municipal water/wastewater systems. This
full day session will cover a number of topics
pertaining to emerging trends in water and
wastewater treatment.
Solid Waste Management Trends & Best
Practices - Full Day | 16 PWS CEUs
This full day session will highlight the
current trends and best practices with
respect to solid waste management,
recycling, community engagement and
industry processes and equipment.
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Social Media & Public Works - Full Day |
16 PWS CEUs
Municipalities across the province are
investing in a proactive approach to
community engagement with a heavy focus
on public works activities. This includes
the use of major mainstream media tools,
including social media. This full day session
explores how municipalities are enhancing
current communications strategies with
television, radio, and social media.

URBAN SPACES - TUESDAY | OCTOBER
1, 2013 | FULL DAY
MORNING - MIKE JAMES | DEEPROOT
CANADA
The Importance of Municipal Soil Volume
Standards & Implications for Stormwater
Management & the Urban Forest
Soil volume standards create the necessary
ecological conditions to:

SCHEDULE
Monday
9:00 – 4:30.............. Pre-conference Sessions
1:00......................... Registration Desk Open
7:00 – 10:00............ Meet & Greet @ Billy Bob’s
Tuesday
7:00 – 8:30.............. Networking Breakfast
7:00......................... Registration Desk Open
9:00 – 4:30.............. Urban Spaces Session
9:00 – 10:00............ Keynote Address
10:00 – 11:00.......... Coffee Break in Tradeshow
11:00 – 12:00.......... Education Sessions
12:00 – 2:00............ Tradeshow Luncheon
2:00 – 3:00.............. Education Sessions
3:15 – 4:15.............. Education Sessions
6:00 – 10:00............ Tradeshow Fun Night
Wednesday
7:30 – 9:00.............. Breakfast
9:00 – 9:30.............. General Meetings
9:30 – 10:30............ Education Sessions
10:30 – 11:30.......... Education Sessions
11:30 – 12:30.......... Education Sessions

•

Achieve Urban Canopy targets by
expanding the Urban Forest.
•
Managing stormwater through
source controls in dense urban
centers.
This lecture will review the science behind
soil volume standards and the various
suspended pavement systems that make
them possible.
Silva Cells and Stormwater Management
The afternoon session will look at how Silva
Cell technology can be used to integrate
stormwater management and large healthy
trees into a single operational system.
Through the use of case studies we will look
at how the Silva Cells can be used to capture
stormwater from sidewalks, plazas, streets
and roof leaders.

AFTERNOON - JAMES URBAN | URBAN
TREES & SOILS
Successful Tree Design
Our cities need large, healthy, long-lived trees.
But getting them into the urban environment
has proved difficult. There appear to be six
concepts that need to be included in the design
of any tree. These ideas should form a checklist
for designers to use in their work. The six
concepts are: soil volume; water into the soil
volume; water out of the soil volume; tree
trunk flare and zone of rapid taper; room for
canopy growth; and quality nursery stock. This
lecture will review each concept.
Trees and Nursery Issues
Huge amounts of time and energy have been
spent over the last 40 years trying to improve
the growing conditions for trees in our cities.
But there remains a dark secret area of the
tree success problem that, until recently, keeps
being ignored. That is the need for major
changes in the quality of the nursery stock
being put into increasingly expensive planting
sites. This lecture will present the different
types of root problems that are being produced
by the nursery industry, the tree growth issues
that follow these defects and what the solutions
may be.

of surface treating gravel roads, High Float
Emulsions and Gravel Road Dust Abatement.
2:00 – 3:00 pm – Concurrent Sessions
Traffic Workzone 101 (2 Hours)
This session will focus on existing standards
and how misinformation or lack of
understanding creates situations where
noncompliance from the motorist becomes
the result. What is the road building
industry doing to educate its members and
what can the industry be doing to improve
public perception and compliance?
Tablet Applications are Revolutionizing
Public Works Operations (1 Hour)
Tablet devices have been an essential part of
the public works toolkit. This session looks at
how communities like Strathcona County are
making the most of the applications available.
3:15 – 4:15 – Concurrent Sessions
Traffic Workzone 101 (Continued from
2:00 pm)
See earlier description.
The Use of GIS in Municipal Applications
(1 Hour)
Technology has had a deep rooted impact on
public works operations. Find out how the
private sector is helping communities improve
efficiencies using the latest in GIS technology.

CONFERENCE SESSIONS | TUESDAY,
OCTOBER 1, 2013

CONFERENCE SESSIONS | WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER 2, 2013

Keynote Address | P3 – Public Private
Partnerships (1 Hour)
P3s have had a serious impact on the quality and
development of projects in Alberta. Working
in unison, municipalities have benefited from
working with other levels of government and
the private sector to enhance their communities.
Participants will listen to experts as they discuss
the essentials to creating a well developed P3.

9:30 – 10:30
Pothole Plague: Practices to Patch and
Prevent Potholes (1 Hour)
The issue of potholes has become a hot topic
for both operations staff and politicians.
This session will look at effective, timely
practices to address potholes in communities
of all sizes.
AAMD&C Trade Division (1 Hour)
AAMD&C will be on hand to discuss public
sector access to quality and competitive
priced goods and services. This session is a
must for communities who want to reduce
their annual spending!

11:00 – Noon – Concurrent Sessions
Social Media in Public Works (1 Hour)
This session will highlight how many
communities are using social media to
proactively address issues within their
municipal infrastructure.
Low Volume Roads (1 Hour)
This session will highlight the Cost/Benefits

10:30 – 11:30
Weather Information and 511 Reporting
(1 Hour)
Travellers will now have access to more
than 100 highway cameras through the
mobilefriendly website at www.511.alberta.ca.
Interactive maps link to current information
on highway conditions, weather information,
construction updates, etc. This session focuses
on understanding the new reporting system
and what it means for our industry.
Friction Testing & Smoothing (1 Hour)
Over the last few years, friction testing
has proved to be a touchy subject for both
the public and private sector. This session
will identify what friction testing is, the
different methods of testing, its impact on
road quality and next steps. Industry experts
will be on hand to address questions and
highlight industry standards.
11:30 – 12:30
LED Lighting Systems (1 Hour)
Energy-efficient lighting technologies are
quickly pervading street-light deployments
globally as municipalities seek to save money
and utilities try to forestall energy shortages
due to generation shortfalls. LED-based street
lights have perhaps the greatest potential for
energy savings because solid-state-lighting
(SSL) technology is more amenable to
adaptive controls than are induction or
ceramic-metal-halide options. This session
identifies innovations made across the
industry and looks at products and services
that improve efficiency and save money.
Active Transportation Models (1 Hour)
Communities across North America are
investing heavily into their pathway and
trail systems. In addition to providing a
foundation for healthy communities, they
also provide opportunities to for community
enhancement. Find out how the push for
active transportation models is impacting
public works operations and community
design.

For more information on this exciting event,
go to www.publicworks.ca!
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2013 Technical Conference & Trade Show
Nanaimo, British Columbia
September 16-18, 2013
KEYNOTE SPEAKER

TODD LATHAM PRESIDENT OF
ACTUAL MEDIA INC.
Todd is a media entrepreneur with over 23 years of experience in environmental business
publishing, marketing and communications. Actual Media Inc. is a specialized publishing and
creative design firm that produces ReNew Canada—the infrastructure magazine and Water
Canada—the complete water magazine. He serves on the Board of Directors of the Ontario Public
Works Association (OPWA). In March 2011 he traveled to Antarctica and became an alumnus of
2041—an international group committed to the preservation of the continent.

Looking Forward:

Innovation in Public Works

Conference Schedule
MONDAY, September 16

8:30 am
Opening Remarks
8:45 am
Looking Forward, Todd Latham
9:45 am
Coffee
10:15 am
Innovation/Unmaned Ariel Images
11:00 am
Jill Marley - APWA Region 9 Director
11:45 am
Lunch and Address from Glen Brown
1:00 pm-3:45 pm	Five Streams of Technical Papers (Water/Wastewater,
Roads/Transportation Fleet, Parks, Other; i.e. Management)
4:00 pm-9:00 pm
Trade Show
6:00 pm
Supper
8:00 pm
Meet and Greet on the Trade Show Floor

TUESDAY, September 17
8:00 am
8:30 am-10:15 am
10:15 am
10:30 am-12:00 pm
12:00 pm
1:00 pm-4:00 pm
6:00 pm-11:00 pm

Breakfast
Technical Papers
Coffee
Technical Papers
Lunch
Technical Tours
Cocktails/Dinner/Awards/Comedian

Operators Training Schedule
MONDAY, September 16
8:30 am
8:30 am-11:45 am
11:45 am
1:00 pm-3:45 pm
4:00 pm-9:00 pm
6:00 pm
8:00 pm

Opening Remarks
Pilot Operated Control Valve-Maintenance Class
Lunch and Address from Glen Brown
The Fundamental of Underground Utilities Locating
Trade Show
Supper
Meet and Greet on the Trade Show Floor

TUESDAY, September 17
8:00 am
8:30 am-12:00 pm
12:00 pm
1:00 pm-4:00 pm
6:00 pm-11:00 pm

GOLF- HOSTED BY MSA
Nanaimo Golf Club
2800 Highland Boulevard
Sunday, September 15, 2013
1:00 pm
$125 includes 18 holes of golf, cart and supper!

Breakfast
Disinfection Strategies
Lunch
Time Management Strategies
Cocktails/Dinner/Awards/Comedian

Tours
Tour 1

RDN Bioenergy Facility - Visit the Regional Landfill for a tour of the LFG
collection system and the energy utilization facility.

Tour 2
Nanaimo Watershed/Water Treatment Plant - Visit the WTP while under
construction and a tour of Nanaimo’s watershed.

Interested in Fishing?
Silver Blue Charters
1. Half day fishing charters - $450 for up to
6 people.
2. Full day (8 hours) fishing charters - $750
Fishing licences are additional. This is a flat
fee for the boat, not per person.
For more information:
www.silverbluecharters.com

Equipment Roadeo

To register or for more information visit:
www.pwabc.ca

Wednesday, September 18, 2013
Enter your team or as an individual for a
chance to win, in a variety of skill categories.
See website for details:
www.pwabc.ca

buyer’s guide
Acoustic Treatments
Acoustic Solutions Ltd.................................................................... 40
Wallworks Acoustic Architectural
Products Inc................................................................................... 8
Anti-Corrosion Systems
Denso North America Inc................................................................ 19
Artificial Christmas Trees, Wreaths and
Ornaments
Christmas Central........................................................................... 35
Asphalt Additives Supplier
AkzoNobel Canada.........................................................................IFC
Asphalt and Recycling Equipment
Manufacturer
KM International........................................................................... IBC
Asphalt and Road Specialists
Western Asphalt Products.............................................................. 11

Custom Rock Products
Canadian Rock Signs...................................................................... 46
Degremont Technologies
Degremont Technologies................................................................ 10
Engineering and CONSULTING
Services
Opus Dayton Knight........................................................................ 40
Engineering Construction Maintenance for
Traffic and Steel Lighting
Can-Traffic Services Ltd................................................................. 26
ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY Snowmelting
Polish Knights Maintenance & Contracting Inc............................... 6
Equipment Dealer
Finning Canada............................................................................... 12

Asphalt Paving Mixtures
Pounder Emulsions........................................................................ 11

Experienced Road Builders and Heavy
Constructors
B.C. Road Builders & Heavy Construction
Association................................................................................... 19

Automatic Tire Chains
OnSpot............................................................................................ 40

Fuel and Fluid Handling Storage
Western Oil Services Ltd................................................................. 38

Construction Equipment and Supplies
B.W. Construction Products Ltd..................................................... 46

Gas and Water Products
Mueller Canada............................................................................... 37

Construction Materials
Brock White..................................................................................... 22

Lighting
Greentop Lighting........................................................................... 31

Cost-Effective Ecosystem Reforestation
Solutions
Brinkman & Associates Reforestation Ltd...................................... 26

Long-Term Asphalt Repair Solutions
Smart Fix Infrared Technology
Leasing & Rentals........................................................................ 39

Manhole and Pipe Sealing Products and
Services
Cretex Specialty Products............................................................... 31
Manufacturer of PVC (PVCO) Pressure Pipe
IPEX..............................................................................................OBC
Municipal Equipment
Cubex Ltd........................................................................................ 23
Pipe Surveying Services
Orpheus Pipe Survey Services Ltd................................................. 26
Premier Conference Hotels, Red Deer
Sheraton Red Deer.......................................................................... 40
Propane Equipment, Appliances,
Installation Services
Superior Propane............................................................................ 39
Recycling Programs
Alberta Recycling Management Authority...................................... 19
Rotary Lifts
Keller Equipment Supply Ltd.......................................................... 33
Rust and Corrosion Specialists
Rhomar Industries........................................................................... 29
Science Consulting and Engineering
Sameng Inc..................................................................................... 17
Septic Systems and Installers
Southland Contractors.................................................................... 39
Slab Lifting and Soil Stabilization
Poly-Mor Canada Inc...................................................................... 40
Solar Traffic
JSF Technologies........................................................................... 18
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